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Mass and Distributed Practice

Students may master a skill during a Direct Instruction lesson, but that does not
mean the skill has been learned for a lifetime. Skills must be practiced well beyond
the demands of guided and independent practice. Students need a significant
amount of practice in a short amount of time after they have learned new content so
they can overlearn the material. This practice is called mass practice. Overlearning
will occur when a student can perform a skill at the automatic level. Short oppor-
tunities to practice specific skills for several days in a row after the initial lesson will
provide enough mass practice for a skill. Mass practice may be homework, in-class
work, or center activities.

Even so, the teacher must provide practice in the skill from time to time
throughout the school year to keep the skill alive in the students’ repertoires.
This is called distributed practice. Opportunities to practice skills once they
have been mastered must be spread throughout the school year. Too frequently,
teachers are dismayed that students lose a skill they performed well earlier in the
school year. This situation generally occurs when content or skills have not been
reinforced for some time. Every few weeks, a brief review of previously learned
material will help students keep those skills alive. Both mass and distributive
practice can occur in the context of an engaging activity, not just on a worksheet.
A creative teacher can find ways to help keep students’ skills up to speed by
designing meaningful, authentic, and enjoyable tasks.

Case Study 4.2: Middle School, Improper Fractions
and Mixed Numbers

Ms. Bernard teaches sixth-grade math in an urban middle school. One particular class has
been struggling. She has often found that most of the students need to return to using
manipulatives for some concepts. Lately they have been working with fraction manipulatives
and diagrams in order to better understand equivalent mixed numbers and improper frac-
tions, and she believes they are ready to rewrite improper fractions as mixed numbers with-
out the use of manipulatives. Ms. Bernard has chosen Direct Instruction for this lesson as a
follow-up to the group’s successful fraction explorations. This is her long-term objective:

The learner will add, subtract, multiply, and divide any two mixed numbers with
unlike denominators.

This is today’s lesson objective:

The learner will write any improper fraction as a mixed number.
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She has written this question on the board:

What is the difference between a mixed number and an improper fraction?

Ms. Bernard: Class! What have we been working on the last few days? Brian?

Brian: We worked with a partner with those fraction pieces.

Ms. Bernard: Right. What discoveries did you make? Sally?

Sally: There were two ways to write the same fractional amount. One had whole
numbers and one was written just as a fraction.

Ms. Bernard: What did we call those two ways of writing the amount? Billy?

Billy: Well, both were fractions. But if the fraction was written with a whole
number, you call it a mixed number, like 3 and ½.

Ms. Bernard: Billy, why did we say “mixed”?

Billy: Well, we wrote the amount using both a whole number and a regular fraction.
We said there was a mixture in the way we wrote the amount. The number 3
and ½.

Ms. Bernard: Yes, and what did we call the other way to write the same amount? Linda?

Linda: An improper fraction because the numerator was a bigger number than the
denominator. Three and ½ could also be written as 7 over 2.

Ms. Bernard: Today we are going to change improper fractions into mixed numbers 
without using the fraction shapes. It is much easier to compute the answer
than to always rely on using manipulatives, and it saves a lot of time. You
showed me yesterday that we can set aside the fraction shapes for a while.

I’ll start with this example: 17
4 . (She writes this problem on the board.)

I read that improper fraction as seventeen fourths. To turn it into a whole
number, I need to divide. These steps will be familiar to you from whole-
number division. I first divide the denominator, 4, into the numerator, 17.
I ask myself how many groups of 4 I can find in 17, and I know the answer
is 4. (She writes this step on the board.)

1. Divide Numerator → Denominator.

Now, I write the 4 in the quotient space above the 17. I know that I
need to write the 4 above the 7 in the number 17. Why is that? Jeff?

Jeff: Because you are dividing into 17 and not into 1.

Ms. Bernard: Yes. (She writes this step on the board.)

1. Divide Numerator → Denominator.

2. Write whole number in the Quotient space.
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Now, I am going to multiply my number in the quotient by the divisor,
4 × 4, and record the answer below the 17. (She writes the next two steps.)

1. Divide Numerator → Denominator.

2. Write whole number in the Quotient space.

3. Multiply the Quotient by the Dividend.

4. Write the Product under the Dividend.

To finish, I subtract 16 from 17, which leaves me 1. I write the 1 as a
Numerator next to 4 in the Quotient. (She writes these two steps on the board.)

1. Divide Numerator → Denominator.

2. Write whole number in the Quotient space.

3. Multiply the Quotient by the Dividend.

4. Write the Product under the Dividend. 

5. Subtract.

6. Write the difference as a Numerator to the right of the Quotient.

My Divisor becomes a Denominator again under my new Numerator. (She
writes this on the board.)

1. Divide Numerator → Denominator.

2. Write whole number in the Quotient space.

3. Multiply the Quotient by the Dividend.

4. Write the Product under the Dividend.

5. Subtract.

6. Write the difference as a Numerator to the right of the Quotient.

7. Write the Divisor as the Denominator.

Now I know that 17
4 , an improper fraction, is another way of saying 4¼,

a mixed number. This procedure should be familiar to you from our work in
division. I am going to work through another example, but faster this time.
(She talks through another problem.)

Let’s try another example, and I’ll be asking you for the steps I should
take. Let’s look at this improper fraction: 39

5 . What do I do first? Sally?

Ms. Bernard structures a checking-for-understanding sequence in which individual
students each provide one step in the sequence for turning 39

5 into a mixed number.
Sometimes students refer to the chart she created during her first example. Other students do
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not need this assistance. After this example, Ms. Bernard asks one of the students to provide
a think aloud for the group as the student solves the last problem on the board. By now her
students have seen this procedure modeled four times.

Ms. Bernard: (showing a worksheet to the class) This is your task for today. I am going
to ask you to work alone on the first two problems. Please raise your hand
when you have completed them, and I will check your answers. If your work
is correct, you may finish the rest of the worksheet. When you are finished
with the worksheet, where should you put it? Jeff?

Jeff: In our green class folder next to the aquarium.

Ms. Bernard: Yes. What do you need to do after you have put your work into the folder?
Brian?

Brian: Take a math puzzle from the yellow pocket and our homework from the
green pocket.

Ms. Bernard: Yes! Your homework is a review of work we have done this semester.

Ms. Bernard hands out the worksheet. Within a few minutes, most of the students
have successfully completed their guided practice. She gives the go-ahead to finish
their worksheets. She brings Billy and Tricia up to her table. They have both written
the subtraction remainder as the denominator instead of the numerator in each of the
solutions. Quickly, Ms. Bernard draws circles and fractional pieces on the board to rep-
resent the first example, and together they solve this problem using pictures. She refers
them to the first problem they solved and asks them to compare their written answer
to the one they just worked out on the board. With a startled “Oh!” Billy corrects his
three answers. Ms. Bernard asks Tricia what she did when she first solved her problems.
Tricia tells her that she switched the numerator and the denominator but now under-
stands what to do next time. Before she lets them go back to their seats, Ms. Bernard
asks them to work the fourth and fifth problems on the worksheet, just in case.
Satisfied that they are ready for independent practice, she dismisses them both.

Within the next 10 minutes, it is clear that everyone in the class has completed the
independent practice work and has taken the puzzle and their homework. Ms. Bernard gives
the class signal, and the students become quiet. She thanks them for their diligence dur-
ing the period. She asks someone to explain what they would say about class today if the
principal stopped them in the hall. When the bell rings, Ms. Bernard dismisses her students.

Case Study 4.2: Post-Lesson Reflection ��

Ms. Bernard was confident that this class was ready to move into computation work today.
Their preparation with manipulatives and diagrams paid off, and few students had difficulties
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with the lesson. As she prepared for this class, Ms. Bernard decided on the examples she
would use for modeling in advance, and she also drew clear diagrams to accompany each
problem to be used in modeling and guided practice.

The effort she took in preparation was worthwhile when Billy and Tricia made their
errors during the guided practice. By moving back to the use of diagrams as visual aids,
they were able to self-correct their errors and move into independent practice. When the
class meets tomorrow, Ms. Bernard will remember to ask them specific questions based on
the errors they made today. During the opening part of her next lesson, she can briefly
assess whether they remember today’s procedure.

The next Direct Instruction lesson will be to write mixed numbers as improper fractions,
the inverse of today’s objective. With a more advanced group, Ms. Bernard might have cho-
sen to combine the two skills. For this group, she felt it best to separate the two lessons.

After the students have been dismissed, Ms. Bernard briefly reviews the independent
practice sheets placed in the green folder. At a glance, she can tell that each student met
today’s objective, and they are ready to move on.

Brief Background of Direct Instruction

If you are an advocate of teaching practices that are apparently more student cen-
tered than Direct Instruction, you may have been surprised to find that this model
was once referred to as interactive teaching. Educational research was done in the
1970s to determine effective teaching behaviors. This research examined the practice
of elementary teachers whose students consistently performed well on standardized
tests (Brophy, 1979; Brophy & Evertson, 1974; Gage, 1978; Good, 1979; Rosenshine,
1979; Stallings, 1975). Keep in mind that these studies equated student success with
achievement in math and reading skills, primarily at the knowledge and comprehen-
sion levels of Bloom’s taxonomy.

Research illustrated that these effective teachers used similar elements in les-
son presentation fairly consistently in their teaching. They behaved in particular
ways during instruction, and these behaviors became the basic elements in what
we now call Direct Instruction. Rather than telling and showing students new con-
tent to be learned and then assigning seatwork, the teachers observed in these
studies asked many questions during lessons to check student understanding of
the content or processes being taught. The teachers provided many opportunities
for fast-paced student responses to these questions in a variety of ways. During
instruction, correct answers were positively reinforced with statements like,
“Exactly right!” Incorrect answers were dignified with the question redirected to
elicit a correct student response. Reteaching occurred as needed during each les-
son. Because of this continual interaction between the students and the teacher,
Direct Instruction was considered much more interactive than traditional class-
room teaching.
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